In this article, we describe a tool for visualizing the output and attention weights of neural machine translation systems and for estimating confidence about the output based on the attention.
Introduction
The world of machine translation (MT) is in transition between the well-recognized statistical MT (SMT, Koehn, 2009 ) and the new and exciting neural MT (NMT, e.g. Bahdanau et al., 2014) . While the systems themselves are slowly being replaced, the necessities behind analyzing them remain the same, as do the tools built mostly for the older approaches.
In this paper, we introduce a translation inspection tool that specifically targets NMT output. The tool uses the attention weights corresponding to specific token pairs during the decoding process, by turning them into one of several visual representations that can help humans better understand how the output translations were produced. The tool also uses the attention information to estimate the confidence in
Source:
Aizvadītajā diennaktī Latvijā reģistrēts 71 ceļu satiksmes negadīju-mos, kuros cietuši 16 cilvēki. Hypothesis: The latest, in the last few days, the EU has been in the final day of the EU's "European Year of Intercultural Dialogue".
Reference:
71 traffic accidents in which 16 persons were injured have happened in Latvia during the last 24 hours. translation which allows to distinguish acceptable outputs from completely unreliable ones, no reference translations are required. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 summarizes related work on tools for inspecting translation outputs and alignments. Section 3 describes the tool from the users' point of view, covering the web-based and command-line visualizations and the confidence score for better navigation. Section 4 provides a look into the back-end of the system. Finally, conclusions and future work directions are in Section 5. Zeman et al. (2011) describe Addicter-a set of command-line and simple webbased tools that can be useful for inspecting automatic translations and finding systematic errors among them. One of the tools in Addicter, alitextview.pl, is designed to convert SMT alignments from the typical alignment pair format (source_token_id -target_token_id) to a table representation, making it more human-readable. Our command-line interface took much inspiration from this work while adapting to the specifics of the NMT counterpart of alignments. Madnani (2011) introduces iBLEU-a web-based tool for visualizing BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) scores. Unlike alignments between the source and the hypothesis, the calculation of BLEU requires a reference translation to which the hypothesis will be compared. On top of that, iBLEU also allows to add another file with hypotheses from another MT system for a direct comparison. Given these inputs, the tool highlights the differences between the translations and reference material. It also enables easy navigation through the set of sentences by representing the BLEU score of each sentence in a clickable bar chart. A quick jump to a specific sentence is possible by entering its number. The clickable chart and jumps seemed most desirable features for us, so we added similar capabilities to the web version of our tool. Klejch et al. (2015) developed MT-ComparEval-a web-based translation visualization tool that seems to build upon iBLEU by adding many more fine-grained features. It also allows to compare differences between translations and references, other translations and the source input. The main differences are that (1) MT-ComparEval stores all imported data as experiments for viewing at any time, where iBLEU forgets everything upon a page refresh; (2) for each of these experiments, one can add output from multiple systems (iBLEU can cope with only 2); (3) MT-ComparEval displays additional scores (precision, recall, F-measure); and (4) it shows various detailed sentence and n-gram level statistics with configurable highlighting of the differences. A noticeable shortcoming is that one cannot jump to a specific sentence in the set. While ordering by sentence ID is possible, to view the 1000th of 2000 one would have to scroll through the first 999.
Figure 1. A Latvian to English neural translation output that has no relation to the input. The weak connection is obvious from the visualized attention weights

Related Work
Nematus (Sennrich et al., 2017 ) includes a set of utilities for visualizing NMT attentions. The first one, plot_heatmap.py plots alignment matrices similar to the previously mentioned alitextview.pl, using Nematus output translations with alignments. The second tool, visualize_probs.py generates HTML for a web view that displays the output translation in a table with the background of each token shaded according to the attention weight. The final tool, consisting of attention.js and attention_web.php, connects source and target tokens with lines as thick as the corresponding attention weights between them. However there is no tool included to generate the latter visualization for an arbitrary sentence -it is given only in the form of one set example. This last tool was a strong inspiration for building our tool. We reused parts of its code in the web version of our visualization.
Neural Monkey (Helcl and Libovický, 2017) provides several visualization tools for checking the training process that include visualizing attention as soft alignments. It can generate matrices similar to the previously mentioned alitextview.pl for each sentence in the first validation batch during the training process. A few drawbacks of this method are that the images are (1) of a static size (the predefined maximum input length * maximum output length) -if sentences are longer, the attention image gets cut off, if shorter, bottom rows of the matrix (representing the input) are left black and columns (representing the output) on the far right side are filled with "phantom" attention; (2) no input and output words, tokens or subword units are displayed, only the matrix; (3) there is no option to generate visualizations for a test set outside the system training process.
The Tool from Users' Perspective
The main goals of our tool are to provide multiple ways of visualizing NMT attention alignments, as well as to make it easy to navigate larger data sets and find specific examples. To accomplish these goals, we implemented two main variations of our tool, a textual command line visualization and a web-based visualization. This chapter provides an insight into the features of both of them and suggestions as to when they can be useful.
Web Browser Visualization
The web visualization is intended to provide an intuitive overview of one or multiple translated test sets. This is done by showing one sentence at a time, with navigation to other sentences by ID, length or multiple confidence measures. Switching between experiments (test sets) is also easy. For each individual sentence, four confidence metrics are shown, and a confidence score for each source and translated token (or subword unit). The tool also allows to export the alignment visualization of any selected sentence to a high-resolution PNG file with one click.
The essential part of the visualization is presented in the following way: source tokens (at the top) are connected to translated tokens (at the bottom) via orange lines, ranging from completely faint to very thick, as shown in Figures 2 and 3 . A thicker line from a translated token to a source token means that the decoder paid more attention to that source token when generating the translation. Ideally, these lines should mostly be thick with some thinner ones in between. When they look chaotic, connecting everything to everything (Figure 2) or everything in the translation is connected to mostly a single token in the source, 1 that can be well an indication of an unsuccessful translation that will possibly have little or no relation with the source sentence. On the other hand, if all lines are thick, straight downwards, connected one-to-one (see the right part of Figure 3) , that may point to nothing being translated at all.
Additionally, the matrix style visualization is also available in the web version as shown on the left part of Figure 3 .
Source:
Mahaj Brown , 6 , "riddled with bullets ," survives Philadelphia shooting Hypothesis: "tas ir viens no galvenajiem , kas ir" , viņš teica.
Reference:
6 gadus vecais Mahajs Brauns "ložu sacaurumots" izdzīvo apšaudē Filadelfijā. 
Confidence Scores
To aid in locating suspicious and potentially bad translations, we introduced a set of confidence metrics (more details in Section 4.1). For each sentence, the tool displays an overall confidence score, coverage deviation penalty, and input and output absentmindedness penalties. The overall confidence score is also shown for each source token, indicating the amount of confidence that the token has been used to generate a correct translation, as well as for each translated token, indicating the amount of confidence that it is a correct translation. All of these scores are represented in percentages from 0 to 100 and can be used to navigate through the test set (Figure 4) , making it easy to quickly find very good or very bad translations among hundreds. The selected sentence is highlighted simultaneously across all navigation charts and each chart can be sorted in either direction or reset to the order by sentence ID.
Command Line Visualization
The command line visualization is available in three different formats: (1) using twenty-five different shades of gray as shown in Figure 5 ; (2) using five gradually shaded Unicode block elements as shown in Figure 6 ; and (3) using nine gradually filled Unicode block elements. Each sentence is output via a graphical matrix, where rows represent the source input tokens or subword units and columns representing the target side. The corresponding tokens are printed out on the bottom (target) or far right side (source) of the matrix. Unlike the authors of alitextview.pl, we chose to represent the source tokens on the right, so that the graphical matrix starts at the beginning of the line for each sentence. After each sentence, one empty line is printed. One obvious use case for the command-line visualization is to directly compare alignments of NMT attention with the ones produced by SMT. This type of visualization is also the fastest, therefore it can be used to quickly check alignments for a specific sentence. Fixed-width Unicode fonts can be used in almost all text editors, so redirecting output in the block mode to a text file to share with others is also a useful application. However, to view the color version from a text file, it needs to be interpreted as xterm color sequences, e.g. using "less -R" in a Linux terminal.
System Description
The visualization tool is developed in Python and PHP. It is published in a GitHub repository 2 and open-sourced with the MIT License. Both visualizations can be run directly from the command line. The web version is capable of launching on a local machine without the requirement for a dedicated web server.
Scoring Attention
This section provides details about how the previously mentioned confidence scores are calculated and outlines what is needed to make good use each option.
The basis of our scoring methods was influenced by Wu et al. (2016) , who defined a coverage penalty for punishing translations that do not pay enough attention to input tokens:
where CP is the coverage penalty, i is the output token index, j is the input token index and β is used to control the influence of the metric. To complement that, we introduce a set of our own metrics:
• Coverage Deviation Penalty (CDP) penalizes attention deficiency and excessive attention per input token.
• Absentmindedness Penalties (AP out , in ) penalize output tokens that pay attention to too many input tokens, or input tokens that produce too many output tokens.
• Confidence is the sum of the three metrics -CDP, AP in and AP out .
Coverage Deviation Penalty
Unlike CP, CDP penalizes not just attention deficiency but also excessive attention per input token. The aim is to penalize the sum of attentions per input token for going too far from 1.0, so that tokens with the total attention of 1.0 get a score of 0.0 on the logarithmic scale, while tokens with less attention (like 0.13) or more attention (like 3.7) get lower values. We thus define the coverage deviation penalty:
The metric is on a logarithmic scale, and it is normalized by the length J of the input sentence in order to avoid assigning higher scores to shorter sentences.
Absentmindedness Penalties
To target scattered attention per output token, we introduce an absentmindedness penalty:
It evaluates the dispersion via the entropy of the predicted attention distribution, resulting in values from 1.0 for the lowest entropy to 0.0 for the highest. The values are again on the log-scale and normalized by the source sentence length I. The absentmindedness penalty can also be applied to the input tokens after normalizing the distribution of attention per input token:
The final confidence score sums up all three above mentioned metrics:
For visualization purposes each of the scores needed to be set on the same scale of 0-100%. To achieve that, we applied
where X is the score to convert and C is a constant of either 1 for CDP or 0.05 for the other scores (AP out , AP in , confidence). Other constants were also tested, but these specific ones seemed to best fit data from our test sets, by displaying the percentage values across the whole range.
System Architecture
The code can be divided into two logical parts -1) processing input data and generating output data and 2) displaying and navigating the generated output data in a web browser. The former part is written in Python and handles all input data, generates output data, displays the command line visualization or launches a temporary web server for the web browser visualization. Each time a web visualization is launched, a new folder is created within /web/data where all necessary output data files are stored, a temporary PHP web server is launched on 127.0.0.1:47155, and the address is opened as a new tab in the default web browser. After stopping the script all data remains in the /web/data and can be accessed later as well.
The latter part is responsible for everything that is shown in the browser. It mainly consists of PHP, HTML and JavaScript code that facilitates quick navigation between sentences even in larger data files, as well as navigation charts and sorting, visualization export to image files and a responsive user interface. If necessary, this part can be used as a stand-alone website for displaying and interacting with pre-generated results.
Requirements and Usage
The requirements are as follows: -Or any NMT framework that can output an attention matrix for each translation (may require format conversion) . To use the tool, first translate a set of sentences using a supported NMT framework with the option of saving alignments 4 switched on. The sources combined with the resulting translations and attention matrices can then be used as input for the process_alignments.py script. Depending on the selected output type, alignments will either be displayed in the terminal or a new tab will be opened in the default web browser. Example input files from each supported NMT framework are provided along with commands to run them.
Conclusions
In this paper, we described our tool for visualizing attention alignments generated by neural machine translation systems and for estimating confidence of the translation. The tool aims to help researchers better understand how their systems perform by enabling to quickly locate better and worse translations in a bigger test set. Compared to other similar tools, ours relies on the confidence scores and does not require reference translations to facilitate this easier navigation. This allows to integrate it, for example, in an NMT system with a web interface, providing users with an explanation for the result of a specific translation.
In the future, we plan to integrate a part of this tool into one public NMT system, Neurotolge. 5 We will also extend the out-of-the-box support to other popular NMT frameworks like OpenNMT 6 or tensor2tensor.
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